Histopathological assessment of metastasis.
In spite of advances in the fields of immunohistochemistry and molecular biology, in clinical practice much of the assessment of metastases still relies on light microscopy using conventional histological stains. This is not so much a reflection of a reluctance by histopathologists to adopt new techniques, but more an indication that for most malignancies an enormous amount of useful prognostic data can be gained from relatively unsophisticated assessment of tissues, and that many of the strongest studies of prognostic factors in malignancy predate the era of molecular diagnostics. Although it is undoubtedly true that newer techniques have added prognostic information in the assessment of many tumors, and many, such as the measurement of estrogen receptor status in breast cancer, could be considered routine, a skilled assessment of the morphology of the tissues still provides the fundamental basis of assessing prognosis in the vast majority of cases.